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Abstract

The characterization of the large amount of gas residing in the galaxy halos, the so called circumgalactic medium (CGM), is crucial to understand galaxy evolution across cosmic time. In this Chapter, we focus on the cool ($T \sim 10^4$ K) phase of this medium around star-forming galaxies in the local universe, whose properties and dynamics are poorly understood. We developed semi-analytical parametric models to describe the cool CGM as an outflow of gas clouds from the central galaxy, as a result of supernova explosions in the disk (galactic wind). The cloud motion is driven by the galaxy gravitational pull and by the interactions with the hot ($T \sim 10^6$ K) coronal gas. Through a Bayesian analysis, we compare the predictions of our models with the data of the COS-Halos and COS-GASS surveys, which provide accurate kinematic information of the cool CGM around more than 40 low-redshift star-forming galaxies, probing distances up to the galaxy virial radii. Our findings clearly show that a supernova-driven outflow model is not suitable to describe the dynamics of the cool circumgalactic gas. Indeed, to reproduce the data, we need extreme scenarios, with initial outflow velocities and mass loading factors that would lead to unphysically high energy coupling from the supernovae to the gas and with supernova efficiencies largely exceeding unity. This strongly suggests that, since the outflows cannot reproduce most of the cool gas absorbers, the latter are likely the result of cosmological inflow in the outer galaxy halos, in analogy to what we have found in Chapter 2 for early-type galaxies.
3.1 Introduction

The perfect laboratory to study and understand how galaxies evolve through cosmic time is the ionized gas that resides in the region between them and the intergalactic medium (IGM), the so-called circumgalactic medium (CGM). This medium is observed, at very different temperatures, both around our Milky Way and almost ubiquitously around external galaxies (e.g. Anderson & Bregman 2011; Werk et al. 2013; Miller & Bregman 2015; Tumlinson et al. 2017). From a theoretical point of view, the halos of galaxies are expected, depending on their mass (e.g. Birnboim & Dekel 2003), to be filled with hot gas at about the virial temperature (generally called corona, predicted decades ago by cosmological models, see White & Rees 1978), and with colder gas likely distributed along filaments that can either penetrate to the halo central regions (Dekel et al. 2009) or evaporate into the hot corona (Nelson et al. 2013).

Although the halos of galaxies with different masses and morphologies show the presence of very large amounts of cool ($T \sim 10^4$ K) CGM absorbers (e.g. Thom et al. 2012; Stocke et al. 2013; Bordoloi et al. 2014; Heckman et al. 2017; Zahedy et al. 2019) there is still much debate on the general dynamics of these clouds and on their possible origins, which might also depend on the galaxy type. For passive early-type objects, given the absence of activity in the center, the cool clouds probably originate either from the inflow of external intergalactic medium (see Chapter 2) or from the condensation of the hot coronal gas (Voit 2018; Nelson et al. 2020). Also for star-forming galaxies, observations of this cool gas had in some cases been interpreted as clouds falling towards the galaxy, presumably feeding its star formation (e.g. Bouché et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015), as expected from theoretical models. For these star-forming objects however, the central galaxy is also believed to have an active role in the formation and regulation of the cool CGM. Over the years, multiphase outflows have been observed in the central regions of both dwarfs (e.g. McQuinn et al. 2019) and L. spiral galaxies (e.g. Veilleux et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2014; Concas et al. 2019), with claims of these winds being part of large-scale galactic outflows, extending till several tens of kpc from the center (e.g. Schroetter et al. 2019). It is not clear however whether these ionized outflows are powered by star formation and, if so, what is their impact on the surrounding CGM (see Martin & Bouché 2009; Borthakur et al. 2013, who studied the properties of the circumgalactic gas of starburst galaxies).

Generally, at the typical scales of the CGM (~100 kpc), it is hard to distinguish whether the cool gas is outflowing from or inflowing to the central object, given the limited information coming from the observations. Despite having now quite some evidence of CGM emission at high redshift (e.g. Cantalupo et al. 2014; Farina et al. 2019, and references therein), observations of the cool gas around galaxies in the local Universe are primarily in absorption and consist of one single line of sight for each galaxy (see Tumlinson et al. 2017, and references therein), with very few examples of observations in emission (e.g. Burchett et al. 2020), sometimes using stacking techniques (see Zhang et al. 2018). There are
therefore very few constraints on the intrinsic location of the cool clouds and on their dynamics. Different studies, focused on metal UV absorption lines (Kacprzak et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2012; Schrooter et al. 2019; Veilleux et al. 2020) have found a segregation of absorbers along the galaxy minor and major axes, which would hint towards a bi-conical outflow scenario, with accretion along the disk plane. The same feature is however not observed in other samples where the absorptions are more uniformly distributed (see Borthakur et al. 2015; Pointon et al. 2019) and therefore more statistics is needed in order to draw any conclusion on the gas origin or dynamics.

One key ingredient to disentangle between inflow or outflow motion is the gas metallicity: clouds inflowing from the IGM are expected to have very low metallicities (Lehner et al. 2016), while gas originated from the supernova triggered winds will transport a larger amount of metals. Deriving this gas property is, however, not trivial, since it requires photo-ionization modeling with multiple underlying assumptions, especially on the gas ionization factor (Werk et al. 2014; Wotta et al. 2016). Generally, both low and high metallicity absorbers are observed (e.g. Prochaska et al. 2017), without however a clear dependence between the metallicity and the azimuthal position of the absorbers (Péroux et al. 2016; Kacprzak et al. 2019; Pointon et al. 2019), as we would expect instead from the scenario of bi-conical outflows plus planar accretion.

The study of the CGM from a theoretical point of view is mostly based on hydrodynamical simulations that can trace the whole amount of gas inside a single galaxy halo, either with ‘zoom-in’ simulations of cosmological suites (e.g. Muratov et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018; Oppenheimer et al. 2018; Rahmati & Oppenheimer 2018) or with idealized ad-hoc simulations of a single galaxy (e.g. Fielding et al. 2017). In both approaches, central winds seem to play an important role in defining the CGM properties and, while part of the cool gas is coming from the accretion of pristine gas, a significant fraction is either outflowing from the center or recycling back in the form of metal enriched clouds, after being previously ejected (e.g. Ford et al. 2014, 2016; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017; Oppenheimer et al. 2018). However, these simulations often have to rely on subgrid models to treat the physics of stellar feedback, that make the predictions of the circumgalactic gas properties not completely reliable and in many cases, like the predicted gas metallicity distributions, not in agreement with the observations (see Wotta et al. 2019). Moreover, the main limitation is given by the resolution, that can reach at best a kpc-scale (e.g. van de Voort et al. 2019), which is not high enough to properly trace and resolve the clumpy cool circumgalactic gas in the galaxy halos. The general properties and structure of this gas, as well as its kinematics (Peeples et al. 2019), are indeed dependent on the resolution of the simulations (van de Voort et al. 2019), without clear signs of convergence. Several authors have, thus, resorted to high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations (Armillotta et al. 2016; Schneider et al. 2018; McCourt et al. 2018; Grønnow et al. 2018; Gronke & Oh 2018; Fielding et al. 2020a) focused on the
small-scale interactions between hot and cool gas. They found that at least a pc-scale resolution is necessary to resolve the instabilities developing at the cloud/corona interface and therefore to properly describe the evolution of the cool clouds. Such a resolution is far from being achievable in simulations of the entire galaxy halo.

To overcome the issues related to hydrodynamic simulations we developed, in this work, semi-analytic parametric models. The analytic approach is rarely used to understand the circumgalactic medium (e.g. Stern et al. 2016; Lan & Mo 2019; Afruni et al. 2019) and the few works done so far have very different characteristics and goals between each other. However, the ability of an analytical study to describe the whole circumgalactic medium distribution within the galaxy halo, with straightforward assumptions on the gas physics and origin, is key to understanding the observational data and draw conclusions on the CGM properties and dynamics. In Chapter 2, with a comparison of our model predictions with kinematic data from Zahedy et al. (2019), we have shown that the cool circumgalactic gas of early-type galaxies is consistent with an inflow of clouds coming from the cosmological accretion of gas onto the galaxy halos. Here, we will build a new type of semi-analytic models and compare their predictions with the observations of the COS-Halos and COS-GASS surveys (see Section 3.2, Werk et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015), focusing in particular on a sample of star-forming galaxies. We describe the cool circumgalactic gas as an outflow of clouds powered by supernova explosions in the central galaxies, taking into account the combined effect on the cloud orbits of the gravitational pull of the galaxies and of the interactions between the clouds and the hot coronal gas. The comparison of our models with the very accurate kinematics of the COS data will allow us to determine the properties of the CGM of star-forming galaxies and to test whether it can be the product of supernova-driven galactic winds.

This Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.2 we show the sample of galaxies and the absorption kinematic data that we will use in this work; in Section 3.3 we describe how we built our semi-analytic models; in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we report our results and we discuss the implications of our findings, while in Section 3.6 we summarize our work and conclusions.

### 3.2 Galaxy sample and data

The findings of this work are obtained through the comparison of our model predictions with the observational data of the COS-Halos and COS-GASS surveys (Werk et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015), which are focused on the cool CGM around low-redshift early and late-type galaxies, over a large range of stellar masses. These observations are taken pointing the Cosmic Origin Spectrograph (COS, Froning & Green 2009) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope towards background quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) in the projected vicinity of the galaxies. The gas is then characterized through the analysis of the hydrogen and metal absorption lines (Tumlinson et al. 2013; Werk et al. 2014;
Table 3.1: Properties of the galaxies in our sample. (1) galaxy ID; (2) redshift; (3) stellar mass; (4) star formation rate; (5) number of kinematic components identified in the QSO spectrum (from Tumlinson et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015); (6) and (7) x and y coordinates of the line of sight with respect to the galactic disk, see text; (8) stellar disk scalelength; (9) inclination.
Borthakur et al. (2015, 2016) in the QSO spectra. One single galaxy is associated to each QSO and the impact parameters (projected distance between the central galaxy and the QSO line of sight) lie in the range between 10 kpc and 250 kpc from the central object, probing the circumgalactic gas from the center up to the galaxy virial radius. For a detailed description of the two surveys, see the COS-Halos and COS-GASS papers.

The purpose of this work is to derive the properties of the CGM of typical star-forming galaxies and the impact of supernova-driven galactic outflows on the cool gas dynamics and formation. To this end, we selected only a sub-sample of 41 disk galaxies, that satisfy the two criteria of being star-forming (sSFR > 10^{-11} yr^{-1}) and having a stellar mass $10^{10} \leq M_\star / M_\odot < 10^{11}$. With this selection we therefore excluded dwarf galaxies and massive passive galaxies (but see Chapter 2), where the cool CGM could have different origins or dynamics (see Section 3.5).

As a comparison to the predictions of our models, we will use in this work the kinematic information provided by the two surveys. For both studies, UV absorption lines of both low-ionization metals and neutral hydrogen are identified in the QSO spectra through a Voigt profile fitting analysis (Werk et al. 2013; Tumlinson et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015, 2016) in a spectral window that goes from -600 to +600 km s^{-1} from the systemic velocity of the central galaxy, with a velocity resolution of about 18 km s^{-1}. Cool gas is observed in all but one spectra in our sample. For consistency, we decided to focus only on one tracer and therefore to use in this work only the data concerning the hydrogen Lyα lines. This line (similarly to the metal ones) is observed in the same spectrum with different velocities, identifying different kinematic components. The presence in the spectra of multiple-component absorptions implies that the cool CGM is not a homogeneous and uniform layer of gas, but rather a composition of different clouds moving throughout the halos with a complex kinematics, a common feature found by many different studies (e.g. Bordoloi et al. 2014; Werk et al. 2016; Stern et al. 2016; Keeney et al. 2017; Zahedy et al. 2019). This will be a fundamental assumption for our models. The total number of Lyα components found around the 41 galaxies of our sample is 62 and in Table 3.1 we report the number of components for each galaxy-QSO pair. The average number of components per line of sight is 1.5.

All the properties of our sample relevant to our analysis are reported in Table 3.1 and are retrieved directly from Tumlinson et al. (2013) and Borthakur et al. (2015), except for the geometric parameters (coordinates of the sightlines with respect to the galactic disks, disk scale lengths and disk inclinations), which are obtained performing a fit for each galaxy using the software GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010). The details of the fitting procedure are explained in Appendix 3.A. In Figure 3.1 we report the absolute values of the positions of all the lines of sight, together as in one single halo, with the galaxy at the center.
and the x-axis and y-axis corresponding respectively to the major and minor axis of the projected galaxy disk. The exact position of each line of sight with respect to the central object is reported in Table 3.1 and was inferred through the GALFIT analysis (see Appendix 3.A). The black solid curve depicts the median virial radius (see Section 3.3) of the 41 galaxies in our sample, equal to $r_{\text{vir}} = 272$ kpc. The size of the symbols in Figure 3.1 represents the number of components found for each sightline, which varies from one to four (the cross represents instead the only non-detection), while the different colours represent the average Ly$\alpha$ absorption velocities with respect to the systemic velocity of the central galaxies.

![Figure 3.1: Plane of the observations for our subsample of galaxies taken from the COS-Halos and COS-GASS surveys. The ellipse at the bottom left corner represents the central disk galaxy, while the symbols depict the QSO lines of sight, placed at their corresponding distance from the central object, with the black cross representing the non-detection. The colorbar shows the average velocity of the cool CGM found for each sightline, while the size of the symbols is related to the number of components identified in each spectrum. The black solid curve represents the median virial radius of our galaxy sample (272 kpc), while the dashed curve represents a radius of 100 kpc. The dashed straight line depicts instead the bisector of the plane.](image)

From Figure 3.1 it is therefore clear how the observations give us information spanning the entire extension of the galaxy halos, with the limitation, however, that each object has only one sightline associated to it. It is also important to note that, contrary to the claims of other surveys (e.g. Schroetter et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2019), where the cool gas absorbers seem to be found primarily along the galaxy major/minor axis, this dataset does not show any evidence of a preferential orientation for the absorption of the cool CGM, whose detections are uniformly distributed throughout the halo. We will see in Section 3.4 how this feature influences the results of our analysis.

In Figure 3.2 we report in orange the velocity distributions of all the detected components, with values ranging approximately from -400 to 400 km s$^{-1}$. As a
comparison, we also show in purple the velocity distribution of the cool CGM around galaxies selected from the surveys of Keeney et al. (2017) and Martin et al. (2019) using the same two criteria on the stellar mass and star formation rate previously used for our sample. These surveys have features similar to the ones of COS-Halos and COS-GASS, but will not be directly used in this work as a constraint for our models. We can see, however, from Figure 3.2 how the kinematics of the absorbers of our sample is representative of the one found by different studies, which justifies the choice of these two surveys as our fiducial dataset.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 give us an overview of all the information derived from the COS observations. The cool CGM kinematics is derived throughout the whole galaxy halos, combining both the velocity of the absorbers, their number and their projected position with respect to the central galaxy. The aim of this work is to reproduce, through dynamically motivated models, all the observed velocity components at their distance from the galaxy.

### 3.3 Model

We mentioned in Section 3.2 that the basic assumption that underlines our modeling is that the cool circumgalactic gas is composed of different clouds. We modelled the dynamics of these clouds taking into account the gravitational potential of the galactic disk and the dark matter halo, together with the interactions of these cool absorbers with the pre-existing hot CGM. To this end, we used the publicly available python package GALPY (Bovy 2015), which allows to perform a 2-dimensional orbit integration within an arbitrary potential (we refer for more details on GALPY to the work of Bovy 2015). To develop our

---

2 Martin et al. (2019) observed the cool gas through MgII, while we focus here only on the hydrogen lines. The galaxies from Keeney et al. (2017) have instead less strict conditions for isolation with respect to the COS-Halos and COS-GASS galaxies, therefore their cool CGM is more likely to be contaminated by other objects.
models, we implemented a modification in the code that takes into account the drag force acted by the hot corona, that strongly modifies the cloud motion (see Section 3.3.1). In this Section we describe how we built our parametric dynamical models for the cool CGM clouds ejected by star-forming galaxies and how we compare, through a Bayesian analysis of the parameter space, the predictions of our models with the COS observations of our galaxy sample.

### 3.3.1 Outflow of cool CGM clouds

In this Chapter, we investigate the scenario where the cool clouds are part of gas outflows (galactic winds) coming from the central galaxies, originated by the feedback from supernova explosions in the disk. As already introduced in Section 3.1, we model the outflow motion of the cool gas only, neglecting the effects of the hot wind, that we will discuss in Section 3.5.

#### Galaxy potential

In order to describe the motion of the cool clouds, we first need to assume a gravitational potential, that will pull the outflowing clouds back towards the central galaxy and, in the absence of hydrodynamical effects, determine the cloud orbits. We used an axisymmetric choice of the total potential, composed of two different components, the potentials of a razor-thin disk for the galaxy and of a dark matter halo described by a Navarro Frenk White profile (NFW, Navarro et al. 1996), whose density distributions are, respectively

\[
\rho(R, z) = \Sigma_{d, 0} \exp(-R/R_d) \delta(z), \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\rho(r) = \frac{\rho_0}{r^2 \left(1 + \frac{r}{r_s}\right)^2}, \tag{3.2}
\]

where \(\Sigma_{d, 0} = M_\star/(2\pi R_d^2)\) and \(R_d\) are the central surface density of the disk and its scale length (the latter obtained from the GALFIT analysis, see Appendix 3.A), \(r = \sqrt{R^2 + z^2}\) is the intrinsic galactocentric radius (where \(R\) is the cylindrical radius and \(z\) is the height), \(M_\star\) is the stellar mass and \(\rho_0\) and \(r_s\) are, respectively, the central density and the scale radius of the dark matter halo. The last two quantities are inferred using the same procedure explained in Chapter 2, starting from the calculation of the virial mass and radius of the halo. To infer the halo mass we have used, given the properties of our galaxy sample, the stellar to halo mass relation of Posti et al. (2019a), obtained through the fit of rotation curves for a sample of low-redshift spiral galaxies with \(10^7 \lesssim M_\star/M_\odot < 10^{11}\). We used in particular the linear fit on the same relation performed in Posti et al. (2019b) (equation B.7). The virial mass is then calculated from \(M_{200}\) as in Chapter 2.

We acknowledge the simplistic choice of the gravitational potential, which neglects the possible presence of a bulge or other features at the center of our galaxies and employs galaxy disks that are unrealistically thin. This is however
justified by the general absence of bulges or bars in our objects (see Figures 3.11 - 3.13 in Appendix 3.A) and by the negligible influence that a thicker disk would have on the cloud orbits. The implementation of this simple potential, on the other hand, reduces the computational cost of the integration.

**Integration initial conditions**

Ideally, one would like to model the cloud orbits for each galaxy, each of them with a different potential, given by the different virial masses and disk radii (see Table 3.1 and equations 3.1, 3.2). That would however come at a very high computational cost. We therefore made the choice to divide our objects in three subsamples depending on their stellar masses and to create, for each one of these three samples, only one model with a potential calculated using median properties. The same model will be then applied to all the galaxies in the same subsample. We will refer to the three models as Gal1, Gal2 and Gal3 and we list their properties in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Range in Stellar Mass</th>
<th>Number of Galaxies</th>
<th>Median Stellar Mass</th>
<th>Median Redshift</th>
<th>Median Star Formation Rate</th>
<th>Median Stellar Disk Length</th>
<th>Median Galaxy Virial Mass</th>
<th>Median Galaxy Virial Radius</th>
<th>Median Galaxy Virial Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gal1</td>
<td>9.9 – 10.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.1661</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal2</td>
<td>10.3 – 10.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal3</td>
<td>10.6 – 11.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.0425</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Properties of the 3 galaxy models described in Section 3.3.1. (1) Model name; (2) range in stellar mass; (3) number of galaxies per subsample; (4) median stellar mass; (5) median redshift; (6) median star formation rate; (7) median stellar disk length; (8), (9) and (10) median galaxy virial mass, radius and temperature (see text and Chapter 2).

Once we have defined the potential, which is axisymmetric, the cloud orbits are integrated in the \((R, z)\) (we will refer to these coordinates from here on as \(R_{\text{gal}}\) and \(z_{\text{gal}}\), since they represent the intrinsic reference frame of the galaxy) plane and will be then uniformly distributed across azimuthal angles \(\phi\) (see Section 3.3.2). Since the clouds are coming from the supernova explosions in the disk, we assume an initial height \(z_{\text{gal}} = 0\), while the initial cylindrical radius \(R_{\text{gal}}\) is randomly selected in the range between 0 and 6 times the disk scale radius \(R_d\), following a probability distribution corresponding to the star formation rate density (SFRD) of each galaxy model\(^3\). This is calculated using the theoretical profile of Pezzulli et al. (2015), which was tested on a sample of 35 nearby spiral galaxies. In particular, we used here for each galaxy \(v_M = \text{SFR}/M\) and \(v_R = 0.35v_M\), where \(v_M\) and \(v_R\) are respectively the specific mass growth rate and the specific radial growth rate of the disk. This is consistent with a disk inside-out growth, as found by Pezzulli et al. (2015). The SFRD profiles of the three galaxy models are shown in Figure 3.3. To perform the orbit integration,

\(^3\)More in detail, the probability distribution takes into account the geometrical factor and is therefore proportional to \(R_{\text{gal}}\) SFRD.
the initial cloud velocity is needed. We do not assume a fixed value for this velocity, but we let it vary as a free parameter that we call \( v_{\text{kick}} \). Once this value is defined, the two velocity components along \( R \) and \( z \) and the tangential velocity are obtained, respectively, through

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_{\text{kick}, R} &= v_{\text{kick}} \sin \theta \cos \phi, \\
    v_{\text{kick}, z} &= v_{\text{kick}} \cos \theta, \\
    v_{\text{kick}, t} &= v_{\text{circ}} + v_{\text{kick}} \sin \theta \sin \phi,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( v_{\text{circ}} \) is the disk circular speed\(^4\), \( \phi \) is randomly selected between 0 and \( 2\pi \), and \( \theta \) is the angle between the direction of the kick and the vertical axis \( z_{\text{gal}} \), ranging between 0 and the angle \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) and randomly selected from a uniform distribution in \( \cos \theta \). \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) represents the aperture of the outflowing cone of clouds (see Figure 3.6) and is another free parameter of our analysis.

\[\text{Figure 3.3: Star formation rate density for the three galaxy models described in Section 3.3.1, derived following Pezzulli et al. (2015).}\]

We then created, for each of the three galaxy models that we defined above and for a given choice of \( v_{\text{kick}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{max}} \), \( N \) different orbits across this range of initial conditions and we integrated them for 10 Gyr. Depending on the initial conditions, the orbits will either be open, meaning that the clouds are escaping the galaxy halos, or closed, with the clouds eventually falling back to the disk. We stop the integration at the moment the clouds reach a distance \( r = 1.5 r_{\text{vir}} \) from the center or \( z_{\text{gal}} = 0 \) during their fall.

**Interactions with the hot corona**

If gravity were the only force driving the motion of the clouds, they would have purely ballistic orbits and the setup described in the previous Section would

\[\text{4In our model, we assumed a positive sense of rotation for all the galaxies, since we do not have information on the direction of the disk rotation. However, using the opposite sign would not change our results.}\]
define completely the orbit integration. However, the halos of galaxies are not devoid of gas, but rather filled with a hot medium, the galaxy corona (e.g. Anderson & Bregman 2011; Li et al. 2017a), at temperatures close to the galaxy virial temperature. In this Section, we describe how we model and introduce the coronal gas in our analysis, in order to make the cool absorber dynamics more realistic than the simple ballistic one.

We define the corona as a gas in hydrostatic equilibrium with the dark matter halo described by equation (3.2). More in detail, the hot gas density profile is described by (Binney et al. 2009)

\[
\frac{n_e(r)}{n_{e,0}} = \left( \frac{T}{T_0} \right)^{1/(\gamma-1)},
\]

where

\[
\frac{T(r)}{T_0} = 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma} \frac{\mu m_p}{k_B T_0} (\Phi(r) - \Phi_0).
\]

Here, \(\Phi(r)\) is the NFW potential, \(m_p\) is the proton mass, \(\mu = 0.6\) is the mean molecular weight, \(\gamma\) is the polytropic index and \(T_0, n_{e,0}\) and \(\Phi_0\) are respectively the temperature, the density and the potential at the reference radius \(r_0 = 10\ \text{kpc}\). The polytropic index and the two normalization factors are chosen in order to have temperature and density profiles consistent with the (uncertain) observational constraints (see Figure 3.4, where the observational data points are taken from Sormani et al. 2018)\(^5\). More in detail, we use \(\gamma = 1.2\), which allows the

Figure 3.4: Properties of the hot gas medium for the three galaxy models, respectively density profiles on the top panel and temperature profiles on the bottom panel. The profiles are obtained as described in Section 3.3.1. On the top panel we show both the profiles for a corona bearing 20% and 2% of the total baryonic mass expected within the galaxy halo (see main text). The data points represent the observational Local Group constraints of Stanimirović et al. (2002); Bregman & Lloyd-Davies (2007); Grcevich & Putman (2009); Gatto et al. (2013); Salem et al. (2015), all taken from Sormani et al. (2018).

\(^5\)Note that these constraints are all related to the corona of the Milky Way, but we expect the low-redshift star forming galaxies in our sample to have coronae with similar properties.
coronal temperature to vary throughout the halo, without implying too large variations in the density and in the temperature profiles between the internal and the external regions, as shown in the two panels of Figure 3.4. With this choice, the density of the inner regions is consistent with the observational values and it slightly decreases with the galactocentric radius. An isothermal corona ($\gamma = 1$) at a temperature close to the virial one would have central densities too high to be reconciled with the observations (e.g. Salem et al. 2015), while using a higher polytropic index would lead to unrealistically low densities in the external regions of the halos. The density normalization is set in order to have a total mass of the hot gas equal to 20% of the baryonic mass within the galaxy halo, which is a fraction $f_{\text{bar}}$ of the galaxy virial mass, where $f_{\text{bar}} = 0.158$ is the cosmological baryon fraction (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). This choice leads to values of the density that are compatible with the observations, as can be seen in Figure 3.4. We will relax this assumption in Section 3.5.1. Regarding the temperature of the hot gas, we set an inner temperature $T_0 = 2.8T_{\text{vir}}$. The model temperature slightly decreases with the distance from the central galaxy, remaining close to the galaxy virial temperature, as from theoretical expectations (e.g. White & Rees 1978; Fukugita & Peebles 2006).

Once the density and the temperature of the corona are defined, the density of the cool CGM is obtained by imposing pressure equilibrium between the hot gas and the cool clouds (see equation 2.8), assumed to be at a temperature of $2 \times 10^4$ K, in agreement with observational estimates (Werk et al. 2013; Keeney et al. 2017; Lehner et al. 2018). The main effect of the hot gas on the clouds is to slow them down by means of the drag force, given by (see Marinacci et al. 2011 and Section 2.3.2)

$$\dot{v}_{\text{drag}} = -\frac{\pi r_{\text{cl}}^2 \rho_{\text{cor}} v^2}{m_{\text{cl}}},$$

(3.6)

where $v$ is the relative velocity between the clouds and the corona, $m_{\text{cl}}$ is the cloud mass, $r_{\text{cl}}$ is the cloud radius (set by the choice of the mass and the pressure equilibrium, see Section 2.3.2) and $\rho_{\text{cor}} = \mu m_{\text{p}} n_{\text{cor}}$ is the hot gas mass density, with $\mu = 0.6$ and $n_{\text{cor}} = 2.1 n_e$. More massive clouds will be less affected by the interactions with the hot corona, while the motion of less massive clouds will be strongly influenced by the ambient gas. In general, with respect to the ballistic case, the clouds will need higher kick velocities to reach the external parts of the halos. The mass of the clouds $m_{\text{cl}}$ is the third free parameter of our models. We implemented in GALPY an additional part of the equation of motion of the cool clouds that takes into account the drag force acted by the hot coronal gas whose properties are described by equations (3.4) and (3.5), to obtain more realistic results from the orbit integration (Fraternali & Binney 2008).

In Figure 3.5 we show the influence of the drag force on the cloud orbits, for the model Gal2. We observe a similar behavior for the other two models. As a reference we chose, to create these orbits, $v_{\text{kick}} = 370$ km s$^{-1}$, $\theta_{\text{max}} = 60^\circ$ and $m_{\text{cl}} = 10^{6.5} M_\odot$. The dashed curves represent the ballistic orbits, while the solid curves show the results of the scenario where the corona is also affecting (through the drag) the motion of the clouds. In each of the two scenarios,
the different distances from the central galaxy reached by the orbits are mostly due to the initial cylindrical radius $R_{\text{gal}}$ from which the clouds are ejected: orbits starting from larger radii will reach larger distances, due to the lower pull of the gravitational potential. All the orbits end back to the central regions of the disk, with no substantial difference between the drag and ballistic scenarios, as can be seen in the zoom-in panel in the lower right part of Figure 3.5. The main difference between the two models is that in the case including the drag force of the hot gas the clouds reach much smaller distances from the central galaxy. To reach the distances that we see in the observations (up to the galaxy virial radii) we will therefore need kick velocities significantly higher than what we would expect from a purely ballistic model.

![Figure 3.5: Example of cloud orbits for the model Gal2, with the following choice of parameters: $v_{\text{kick}} = 370$ km s$^{-1}$, $\theta_{\text{max}} = 60^\circ$ and $m_{\text{cl}} = 10^6$ $M_\odot$. The dashed lines represent the prediction of a ballistic model, while the solid ones show the effects of the inclusion of the drag force. The colors represent orbits starting from different positions along the galactic disk and with different angles with respect to the $z_{\text{gal}}$ axis, selected in the range from 0 to $\theta_{\text{max}}$. Small panel: zoom-in on the central region of the halo.](image)

In reality, the drag force is not the only effect that the corona has on the cloud motion. In fact, our modeling does not take into account all the hydrodynamic instabilities that take place at the interface between the two gas phases (see Armillotta et al. 2017; Grønnow et al. 2018; Gronke & Oh 2018), as well as other effects like the thermal conduction. A full hydrodynamic treatment is outside the scope of this work, given the complications and uncertainties that it would imply. As we will discuss in Section 3.5.3, with a more rigorous treatment of the hydrodynamics the clouds would likely need even higher velocities to be ejected out to the same distances.
3.3.2 Outflow rate

Once the orbits have been calculated, we need to populate them with clouds and this requires the knowledge of the mass outflow rate from the galaxy. We implement a rate of mass ejection from the disk that is constant with time. Since we assume that the cool CGM comes from supernova feedback, we relate the mass outflow rates to the star formation rates of the central galaxies reported in Table 3.2, through the formula

$$\dot{M}_{\text{out}} = \eta \text{ SFR} ,$$

where $\eta$ is the mass loading factor and is the fourth and last parameter of our models. Dividing half of the mass outflow rate by the mass of the clouds $m_{\text{cl}}$ we obtain the total number of clouds $n_{\text{out}}$ ejected from one side of the disk per unit of time and we assume that these clouds are uniformly distributed with respect to time along the $N$ orbits that we are modelling. As explained in Section 3.3.1, the integration of each orbit is stopped once the cloud has either fallen back to the galactic disk or reached 1.5 times the galaxy virial radius: the integration time $t_{\text{orb}}$ will then be different for every orbit. The number of clouds for each orbit is therefore given by

$$n_{\text{orb}} = \frac{n_{\text{out}}}{N} t_{\text{orb}} .$$

Each of these clouds is placed in the orbit at a different time, separated by $\Delta t = t_{\text{orb}}/n_{\text{orb}}$, and has the properties (position in the $R_{\text{gal}} - z_{\text{gal}}$ plane, velocity components, density, radius) predicted by our model at that time. To each of the clouds is then assigned a random azimuthal position $\phi$ ranging from 0 to $2\pi$ and the same procedure is performed for both sides of the disk (see Fraternali & Binney 2006, 2008). Throughout this work, we use for the number of orbits $N = 30$, but our results do not depend on the choice of this number.

We show in Figure 3.6 the result in 3D of the procedure explained above, for the same choice of parameters as in Figure 3.5 and with $\eta = 2$: the clouds are distributed in a cone-like structure on both sides of the galactic disk. Note that the intrinsic reference frame of the galaxy can be different from the frame $(x, y, z)$ of the observations, depending on the galaxy inclination (see Table 3.1).

3.3.3 Comparison with the observations

The idea behind our analysis is that our models depend on parameters that define different physical scenarios and that we let free to vary. Through the comparison of our model outputs with the COS observations, we can find the best choice of parameters and therefore the dynamical scenario that better describes the observed kinematics of the cool CGM around star-forming galaxies. In this Section we explain how we perform this comparison.
Synthetic observations

To compare our results with the data we performed synthetic observations, using the cloud populations created as explained in Section 3.3.2. As already mentioned, these are obtained in the reference frames of the galaxies, which are different from the one of the observations. The lines of sight intersect a plane \((x, y)\) that coincides with the plane \((x_{\text{gal}}, y_{\text{gal}})\), with \(x_{\text{gal}} = R_{\text{gal}} \cos \phi\) and \(y_{\text{gal}} = R_{\text{gal}} \sin \phi\), only if the galaxy is face on, with \(z = z_{\text{gal}}\). This is however not the case for most of our galaxies, as found with the GALFIT analysis (see Appendix 3.A and Table 3.1), and we can see in Figure 3.6 how the direction of the outflowing cones does not match the direction of the line of sight (the inclination of the disk used to create this figure is equal to 30°). The first step to perform the observations of our model halos is to transform the reference frame of the galaxies into the one of the observations, through

\[
y = y_{\text{gal}} \cos i + z_{\text{gal}} \sin i ,
\]

while we set \(x = x_{\text{gal}}\). This transformation is applied to all the galaxies in Table 3.1. Once we derived the position \((x, y)\) of each cloud, we then traced line of sights at the same positions of the observations and we picked all the clouds intercepted (the distance of the position of the cloud from the position of the line of sight is less than the radius of the cloud) and their line-of-sight velocity, through the formula

\[
v_{\text{los}} = -v_{y,\text{gal}} \sin i + v_{z,\text{gal}} \cos i ,
\]

where \(v_{y,\text{gal}} = v_R \sin \phi + v_T \cos \phi\) and \(v_{z,\text{gal}} = v_z\). With this treatment, we end up having for each line of sight the kinematic prediction of our model, directly comparable with the observations outlined in Section 3.2. The creation of the synthetic observations, along with a visualization of the main parameters and properties of our models, is summarized in the diagram of Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Diagram summarizing the modeling used in this work and described in Section 3.3. Left diagram: representation of the biconical outflow of clouds ejected from the central galaxy, with an example of synthetic observations along two different lines of sight. Line of sight (los) A does not intercept any cloud and therefore the resultant velocity distribution is empty, while line of sight (los) B intercepts two clouds, resulting in two different velocity components. Top right panel: zoom-in on a single cool circumgalactic cloud, with temperature $T_{cl} = 2 \times 10^4$ K and density and radius given by the pressure confinement of the hot coronal gas, whose density and temperature are found respectively through equations (3.4) and (3.5). The cloud is pulled towards the disk by the gravitational force, while the hot gas, through the drag force (equation 3.6), slows it down along its entire orbit. The velocity $v_{los}$, which will be compared with the real data, is the component along the line of sight of the total cloud velocity $v$. Bottom right panel: zoom-in on the central galaxy. The four free parameters of our models ($m_{cl}$, $v_{kick}$, $\eta$, $\theta_{max}$) are depicted in red. The total cool mass outflow rate is proportional to the galaxy star formation rate and the starting points of the orbits are distributed along the disk following the star formation rate density of Pezzulli et al. (2015).

**Likelihood**

To find the best model that reproduces the observations shown in Section 3.2 we performed a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis over the 4-dimensional space defined by the four free parameters of our modeling: $m_{cl}$, $v_{kick}$, $\eta$ and $\theta_{max}$. In order to achieve this, we compared the results obtained with the synthetic observations outlined in Section 3.3.3 with the actual COS data. The comparison was done through a likelihood that takes into account the number and velocity distribution of the absorbers observed along each individual line of sight. In particular we developed a technique to compare for each sightline the predictions for the CGM of our modeled galaxies with the observations. We call the likelihood of a single sightline $L_{los}$. The total likelihood that we will use for the Bayesian analysis is given by the product of all the 41 single likelihoods, in order to deploy all the kinematic constraints coming from
different projected distances from the central galaxies.

The likelihood $L_{\text{los}}$ can be divided into the products of two different terms, that we call $L_{\text{num}}$ and $L_{\text{kin}}$, which respectively represent the comparisons between the numbers of components and the kinematic distributions of model and observations. More in detail, for each line of sight we created a velocity distribution over the range from -600 to 600 km s$^{-1}$, using the line-of-sight velocities calculated as explained above. We divided this range in 24 bins, in order to have a bin width of 50 km s$^{-1}$, which is consistent with the average line width of the observed absorption lines: 53 km s$^{-1}$ for the COS-GASS sample (from Borthakur et al. 2016) and 30 km s$^{-1}$ for the COS-Halos sample (from Tumlinson et al. 2013). In particular, in order to have statistically significant distributions, for each choice of parameters we averaged the outputs of 50 different realizations of the same model, since one individual model can be affected by fluctuations due to the intrinsic randomness of the cloud positions along the orbits (see Section 3.3.2).

For the first term of the likelihood, we used the Poisson statistics to compare the number of observed ($n_{\text{obs}}$, see Table 3.1) and model components $n_{\text{mod}}$, the latter given by the number of bins of the model velocity distribution with at least one cloud (in particular, $n_{\text{mod}}$ is the mean value of the 50 model realizations that we are using for the comparison). This comparison is therefore given by

$$L_{\text{num}} = n_{\text{obs}}^{n_{\text{mod}}} e^{-n_{\text{mod}}} / n_{\text{obs}}!,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $n_{\text{obs}}!$ is the factorial of the observed number of components. Since $L_{\text{num}}$ is not defined for $n_{\text{mod}} = 0$ and $n_{\text{obs}} \neq 0$, in these cases we defined $n_{\text{mod}} = 1/50$, where 50 is the number of realizations. The second term is instead given by the Bayesian probability of the observed velocity components given our model. In particular the probability for each component is given by the value of the normalized model velocity distribution in the bin where that velocity is observed. We can then obtain the value of $L_{\text{kin}}$ through the product of the probabilities predicted by our model for each line of sight.

Once the two terms are defined, the total likelihood of the single line of sight is obtained through

$$\ln L_{\text{los}} = (\ln L_{\text{num}} + \ln L_{\text{kin}})/(1 + n_{\text{obs}}),$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where the weight in the denominator takes into account for the number of constraints on each line of sight.

It is important to mention that, for each line of sight, the prediction of the model depends on the orientation of the disk with respect to the plane of the sky. From the GALFIT analysis we obtain an inclination angle, but we are not able to disentangle what is the orientation of the disk and therefore the direction of the outflow cones (in Figure 3.6, the direction of the two cones

---

6With 50 realization we are able to take into account the fluctuations of the model, as proven by the successful tests carried out in Appendix 3.B.
would be symmetric to the current one with respect to the z-axis if we chose an opposite disk orientation). For each line of sight, we therefore performed our synthetic observations for both orientations and we kept the one with the highest $\mathcal{L}_{\text{los}}$, i.e. the one more similar to the observations.

We have tested the likelihood explained above on a number of artificial data sets created with our models, in order to verify whether with this analysis we are able to properly constrain the 4 free parameters of our model. We found that the initial set of parameters can be successfully recovered by our MCMC analysis using the likelihood outlined above. The results of these tests are presented in detail in Appendix 3.B. In the next Section we will show instead what we find when we apply this likelihood to the data shown in Section 3.2.

### 3.4 Results

In this Section we report the results of the MCMC analysis on the COS data that we have performed over the parameter space using the likelihood defined in Section 3.3.3 and we discuss the physical meaning of the scenario described by the models that best reproduce the observations.

#### 3.4.1 MCMC analysis

We explored the 4-dimensional parameter space over the following ranges:

- $5 < \log (m_{\text{cl}}/M_\odot) < 9$,
- $2 < \log (v_{\text{kick}}/(\text{km s}^{-1})) < 4$,
- $-2 < \log \eta < 2$,
- $\log 20^\circ < \log \theta_{\text{max}} < \log 90^\circ$,

using flat priors for all the parameters in the logarithmic space. In Figure 3.8 we report the one and two dimensional projections of the posterior distributions for the four parameters, with the values of the 32th, 50th and 68th percentiles (also reported in Table 3.3). Note from Figure 3.8 that there is a very well defined region of the parameter space where the posterior is maximized: the models with this choice of parameters represent the physical scenario that best reproduces the observations.

In Figure 3.9 we show how the results of our best models compare with the observational data that we have used in this work, displaying in particular, on the left, the total velocity distribution of the cool gas absorbers and, on the right, the number of components as a function of the projected distance from the central galaxy. The results are averaged over 100 different models with the 4 free parameters ranging in the area of the parameter space highlighted in Figure 3.8 within the 32nd and 68th percentiles of the posterior distributions. The observed velocity distribution, in orange, is the same as the one shown in Figure 3.2, while the model distribution is obtained combining all the
Figure 3.8: Corner plot with the MCMC results, representing the one and two dimensional projections of the posterior probabilities for the four free parameters of our models. The parameter space is explored in the logarithm of the angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$, but the results are transformed here in physical units for clarity.

velocities obtained for each line of sight using the technique explained in Section 3.3.3. We can note how with our analysis we have found models for which the total kinematic distribution of the cool gas clouds is consistent with the observations. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed that the two distributions of observations and model are consistent with each other, with a probability value $p = 0.25$. To obtain the plot in the right panel of Figure 3.9 we divided the radial range into uniform bins of 35 kpc, each of them containing a certain number of sightlines. Both for model and observations we calculated the average number of components per line of sight in each bin, with the uncertainties given by the standard deviation of the observations. We can see how, also in this case, the model predictions (blue line connecting the average model values of each bin) are consistent with the observations (orange points), with the number of components decreasing as the distance from the galaxy increases. We therefore conclude that an outflow scenario, using a very particular choice of physical parameters, is overall able to reproduce the observational features of the COS
data of the cool CGM around star-forming galaxies.

Figure 3.9: Comparison between the outputs of the best models found with the MCMC analysis (blue) and the observations (orange), see Section 3.4.1 for more details. Left: total velocity distributions, with the errors in the observations calculated through bootstrapping. Right: average number of components per line of sight in radial bins of 35 kpc, as a function of the projected distance from the central galaxy (the blue line connects the model values predicted for each bin). The uncertainties are given by the standard deviation of the number of observed components for each bin.

In Figure 3.10 we can look more in detail at the properties of the models outlined above, in particular using the median value of the posterior probabilities of the 4 parameters. One peculiarity of the observations outlined in Section 3.2 is that the cool absorbers are observed till very large distances from the central galaxies (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, to be able to reproduce these data, the orbits derived with our models must reach these large distances: this is visible in the three panels of Figure 3.10, where we show the orbits described by the clouds for the three galaxy models. The higher the mass of the galaxy, hence the virial mass of the halo, the stronger is the gravitational pull and the harder is for the clouds to travel to distances comparable to the virial radius. Moreover, the COS data present only one non-detection, with the cool CGM observed ubiquitously over the $(x, y)$ plane (Figure 3.1). In order to match this feature of the observations, our models require very large apertures for the outflow cones, with $\theta_{\text{max}} \geq 80^\circ$. The outflows are therefore not collimated along the minor axis of the galaxies and they are instead more isotropically distributed. The different length of orbits in the same galaxy model is mainly due to the different initial $R_{\text{gal}}$ of each orbit, since the clouds are distributed along the disk in the range going from 0 to 6 times the disk scale radius, as explained in Section 3.3.1. More external orbits will experience a weaker gravitational pull and therefore, at equal ejection velocity, will travel to larger distances.

We can see from Figure 3.10 how some of the orbits are open, with the clouds escaping outside the virial radius (represented by the dashed curve in each panel) and never coming back to the central galaxy, while other orbits describe a cycle in which the clouds are travelling to very large distances and eventually fall back towards the galactic disk. To reach these distances the cloud need to have
large masses, in order to minimize the drag force (see equation 3.6) acted by the corona, and initial velocities of more than 500 km s$^{-1}$. We will see in the next Section the physical implications of these values of the parameters.

### 3.4.2 Physics of the outflows

In Section 3.4.1 we have seen that outflow models of cool clouds can reproduce the COS-Halos and COS-GASS kinematic data. In this Section, we look instead at the implications that this model has for the efficiency of star formation feedback. The value of the 4 parameters has very important implications from an energetic point of view. The kinetic energy produced by supernovae per unit
time and available for the wind is given by (Cimatti et al. 2019)

\[ \dot{K} = 3 \times 10^{40} \left( \frac{f_{\text{SN}}}{0.1} \right) \left( \frac{E_{\text{SN}}}{10^{51} \text{ erg}} \right) \left( \frac{\text{SFR}}{M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}} \right) \text{ erg s}^{-1}, \]  

(3.13)

where \( f_{\text{SN}} \) is the efficiency of the supernovae in transferring energy to the wind and \( E_{\text{SN}} \) is the amount of energy released by one supernova explosion. We can estimate the efficiency predicted by our models by calculating the kinetic power of the outflowing wind, which can be expressed as

\[ \dot{K}_{\text{out}} = \frac{1}{2} \dot{M}_{\text{out}} v_{\text{kick}}^2, \]  

(3.14)

where \( \dot{M}_{\text{out}} \) is the mass outflow rate as defined in equation (3.7). The efficiency necessary to reproduce the cool CGM clouds with our outflow models will then be given by the ratio between equations (3.13) and (3.14). Using as a kick velocity and as a mass loading factor the best values found with the MCMC analysis and the canonical value \( E_{\text{SN}} = 10^{51} \text{ erg} \), we obtain \( f_{\text{SN}} \approx 2.5 \), which corresponds to an efficiency of energy transfer from the supernova explosions to the wind gas of about 250%. Clearly, such a value is not physically justifiable, since it means that the outflows would need more energy than the one available from the supernovae. Moreover, from a theoretical point of view the supernovae are expected to radiate away most of their energy (e.g. McKee & Ostriker 1977) and roughly only 10% of it is expected to be transferred to the gas as kinetic energy (Kim & Ostriker 2015; Martizzi et al. 2016). Recent simulations (Fielding et al. 2018) show that this number could increase to 20-30% if we consider spatial and temporal clustered supernova explosions, but even these enhanced efficiencies are still far lower than the one that would be needed to reproduce the observations in an outflow scenario, as we have found. Other stellar feedback modes, like winds from massive stars, can certainly not account for this discrepancy, since the SNe are by far the dominant source of energy over the other mechanisms (Elmegreen & Scalo 2004). The efficiency would be significantly reduced if the circumgalactic clouds were originated in a period in which the star formation rates of the galaxies were much higher than the current ones. This would reduce the mass loading factors needed to reproduce the observations. However, the typical timescales that our models predict for the clouds to travel from the central galaxy to their current positions are of the order of two Gyr or less and we do not expect all the galaxies in our sample to have had significantly different star formation rates during this period. Even though sporadic fast outbursts of star formation could have happened in the last two Gyr, it is highly unlikely that they can explain the entirety of the cool circumgalactic gas, that is observed almost ubiquitously at any line of sight intersecting the galaxy halos.

We have found therefore that even though the outflow models can reproduce the cool CGM observations, the implications of these models are unfeasible from an energetic point of view. In particular, the velocities and mass loading factors required to reproduce the data lead to unphysical scenarios that need
more energy than the one available from the stellar feedback of the central galaxy. Moreover, the scenario described in Section 3.4.1 is unlikely to be a realistic representation of the CGM also because of other properties of the outflowing clouds. In particular, we have seen that to reach the distances seen in the observations, the clouds need to be extremely massive in order to overcome the deceleration acted by the coronal drag force (see Section 3.3.1). With our fitting analysis we obtain a cloud mass of about $10^7 \, M_\odot$, a value that is much higher than the typical masses (which are however very uncertain) expected for these clouds (see Werk et al. 2014; Keeney et al. 2017). These very high masses lead the clouds to have radii that go from about 2 kpc in the inner regions to 7 kpc in the external parts, where the densities are lower. Even though there is some observational evidence (Rubin et al. 2018) of similar scales for the cool CGM absorbers, it is unlikely that the majority of the clouds have such large radii, in particular the ones just ejected out of the galaxy. Each of these clouds would have a size comparable with the one of the region of the disk from which they were all produced in the first place. The picture described by these models is therefore unrealistic and hardly justifiable.

We conclude that an outflow of clouds driven by star formation in the galactic disk is not a realistic scenario to describe the dynamics of the cool CGM of star forming galaxies in the Local Universe.

### 3.5 Discussion

We have seen, in the previous Section, that winds of cool clouds powered by the supernova explosions in the central galaxy are not a viable way to successfully describe the circumgalactic medium around star-forming galaxies. This result, in contrast with many claims of cool CGM gas being produced by outflows, both from observations (e.g. Rubin et al. 2014; Chisholm et al. 2015; Schroetter et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2019) and simulations (e.g. Muratov et al. 2015; Ford et al. 2016) may seem controversial, but is motivated by the unphysically high kinetic energy that these outflows would need to reproduce our dataset. In this Section, we discuss the limitations of our models and we try to further verify our results relaxing some of the assumptions that we made in Section 3.3. We will then describe the implications of our findings, especially regarding the origin of the cool CGM.

#### 3.5.1 Influence of the hot gas

One of the main features of our models is the presence of a pre-existing hot circumgalactic corona in the halos of our galaxies, whose interaction with the cool clouds is strongly influencing their motion, as we have seen in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The drag force (Marinacci et al. 2011) acted by the hot gas decelerates the clouds, forcing them to have high initial velocities in order to reach the large distances where they are observed. Moreover, a fundamental effect of the hot gas is to pressure confine the cool clouds (Pezzulli & Cantalupo 2019). In
Table 3.3: 50th percentiles (with errors given by the 32nd and the 68th percentiles) of the posterior distributions of the four parameters obtained with the MCMC fits performed for the 4 models described in this work and consequent efficiencies of the supernova explosions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>log ( (m_{\text{cl}, \text{start}}/M_\odot) )</th>
<th>log ( (\eta_{\text{kick}}/(\text{km s}^{-1})) )</th>
<th>( \log \eta )</th>
<th>( \theta ) (degrees)</th>
<th>( f_{\text{SN}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiducial</td>
<td>( 7.16^{+0.71}_{-0.63} )</td>
<td>( 2.73^{+0.15}_{-0.09} )</td>
<td>( 0.94^{+0.41}_{-0.38} )</td>
<td>( 79.43^{+5.68}_{-6.99} )</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{cor}} = 2% \ M_{\text{baryons}} )</td>
<td>( 7.00^{+0.91}_{-0.87} )</td>
<td>( 2.65^{+0.06}_{-0.06} )</td>
<td>( 0.42^{+0.42}_{-0.40} )</td>
<td>( 77.62^{+7.49}_{-11.56} )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor axis</td>
<td>( 6.10^{+1.93}_{-0.99} )</td>
<td>( 3.02^{+0.40}_{-0.36} )</td>
<td>( 0.35^{+0.23}_{-0.23} )</td>
<td>( 53.70^{+20.43}_{-12.02} )</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner regions</td>
<td>( 5.78^{+1.81}_{-0.39} )</td>
<td>( 3.04^{+0.46}_{-0.48} )</td>
<td>( 0.42^{+0.66}_{-0.33} )</td>
<td>( 47.86^{+19.75}_{-12.38} )</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fact, without the confinement of an ambient medium, the clouds would tend to expand and would not be in a stable state. We will indeed see later in this Section that the density of the hot gas strongly influences the size of the cool CGM absorbers. As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the presence of hot gas at temperatures similar to the virial one and bearing a significant amount of baryons (e.g. Shull et al. 2012) is well justified by cosmological models (e.g. White & Frenk 1991) and has been confirmed by numerous observations (e.g. Anderson & Bregman 2011; Li et al. 2017a; Bogdán et al. 2017; Faerman et al. 2020).

Our description of this gas phase is physically motivated as a stratified medium in hydrostatic equilibrium with the dark matter halo and is consistent with the current evidence from observations, which are however still limited and mostly reliable only for the inner parts of the halos. We can see from Figure 3.4 how, in particular for the densities, there is a scatter of almost two orders of magnitudes between different observational estimates of the density of the hot gas. Our assumption of a mass of hot gas equal to 20% of the total (cosmological baryon fraction) baryonic mass theoretically associated to the halo (see Section 3.3.1) leads to densities that are well in agreement with the observational range. A slightly smaller mass fraction would however not be inconsistent with the observational estimates, given the large uncertainties. Since the efficiency of the drag force, and therefore the amount of deceleration of the clouds, depends on the density of the hot gas, the conclusion of the previous Section might change using a corona with a mass lower than the one employed in our fiducial model.

We tested this possibility lowering the total mass of the hot phase to 2% of the cosmological baryonic one: the density profiles for the three galaxy models of Table 3.2 are showed in the top panel of Figure 3.4. We can see how these profiles are already inconsistent with the majority of the data points, representing then a very extreme model for the hot gas. We exclude the possibility of having a corona with even lower masses.

In Table 3.3 we report the results of the MCMC analysis for a model with
the properties explained above, in particular the median value of the posterior distributions of the 4 parameters, with the 32nd and 68th percentiles. We can see how the different mass of the corona changes the region of the parameter space recovered by the MCMC and therefore the best values of the parameters. As expected, with a more diffuse hot gas the clouds can more easily reach the observed distances from the central galaxies, where they are originated. The ejecting velocities and the mass of the clouds are however only slightly lower than in the previous case. At a fixed mass, the deceleration by drag force is indeed proportional to \( \rho_{\text{cor}}^{1/3} \) (see equation 3.6). This dependence is therefore relatively weak and a variation in the normalization of the hot gas density does not dramatically influence the dynamics of the cloud. Moreover, this effect is counteracted by the larger cross section of the absorbers, since a lower gas density leads to larger clouds because of the pressure equilibrium. The main difference in the MCMC findings is in fact given by the mass loading factor, that is less than half what previously found, since the larger clouds can more easily be intercepted by the lines of sight. We therefore need less clouds to reproduce the data, hence a lower mass loading factor.

The efficiency of energy transfer from the supernovae, calculated through equations (3.14) and (3.13) as in Section 3.3 and using the median values of the kick velocity and mass loading factor reported in Table 3.3, is equal in this case, to 60%. This value means that only a fraction of the energy coming from the supernova explosions is being transferred as kinetic energy to the cool winds and is therefore more realistic than what we previously found with our fiducial model. However, as already mentioned, most of the SN energy is expected to be radiated away (McKee & Ostriker 1977) and typical expectations for the value of the efficiency are of the order of 10% or less (e.g. Kim & Ostriker 2018). The fraction that we find is therefore still far too high to be explained only with the stellar feedback as an energy source. Moreover, in this scenario the clouds have sizes even larger than in our fiducial case, with radii of more than 10 kpc. This feature makes the picture described in this Section even more unrealistic than the one shown in Section 3.4.1. Most importantly, as already mentioned above, the mass of the hot gas used for this test is an extreme scenario, with densities barely consistent with a few and inconsistent with the majority of the observational estimates. We therefore conclude that the choice of the coronal medium does not influence the final result that cool supernova-driven outflows cannot reproduce the entirety of the cool circumgalactic gas.

A final important assumption that we made for the hot medium is about its kinematics. In particular, we assumed the corona to be static and supported only by the hydrostatic equilibrium with the dark matter halo. Theoretical studies (Pezzulli et al. 2017) have shown however how the hot gas is required to rotate in order to satisfy galaxy evolution constraints. From an observational point of view the kinematic information are instead still limited, due to the low spectral resolution of current X-ray telescopes, and related only to the Milky Way (Hodges-Kluck et al. 2016). From both theory and observational estimates we expect the coronal gas to rotate at velocities lower than the rotational ve-
locity of the galactic disk. Considering the very high outflow velocities that we have found for our best models, we do not expect the rotation of the corona to strongly influence the orbits of the cool clouds. We therefore believe that a rotating corona would not significantly influence our results. In Chapter 4, we study the CGM of M31 using a more sophisticated model that also describes the rotation of the hot gas.

A general mechanism that is invoked to bring cool circumgalactic gas to very large distances is the entrainment of cool clouds, pushed by fast-moving hot winds to the external parts of the halos (e.g. Schneider et al. 2020). In this scenario the corona is therefore not static as described by our models, but is flowing out from the central galaxy. The drag force from the outflowing hot gas would work in the opposite direction of the pre-existing hot gas employed in our models, accelerating the clouds and therefore lowering the values of the unphysical efficiencies discussed in Section 3.4. Including this additional push in our models could potentially decrease the initial ejection velocity of the clouds, towards more physically motivated scenarios. However, the gas in the hot phase should have masses comparable to the cool CGM and therefore the mass loading factor should substantially increase, increasing the necessary energy budget of the winds as a direct consequence. Moreover, the hot winds should show velocities of hundreds of km s\(^{-1}\), which are not seen in the (uncertain) observational estimates of the corona kinematics (e.g. Hodges-Kluck et al. 2016), as well as metallicities close to the solar value, which are also in contrast with observational findings (e.g. Bogdán et al. 2017; Bregman et al. 2018). We therefore conclude that a scenario with hot gas outflowing and entraining cool clouds to the external regions is most likely not a viable description of the circumgalactic medium (see also the discussion in Section 4.5.1).

### 3.5.2 Cool gas distribution

In this work we assumed that the cool circumgalactic gas is entirely part of outflows originated by the supernova feedback in the central galactic disk. However, different studies, both from a theoretical and an observational point of view (e.g. Hafen et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2019; Schroetter et al. 2019) have suggested that the cool clouds have two distinct origins and while some of them are part of galactic winds, others are instead accreting along the plane from external gas towards the central galaxy. This picture results in a bimodal angular distribution of the absorbers, segregated along the minor (winds) and major axis (accretion) of the galaxy (e.g. Kacprzak et al. 2012). As mentioned in Section 3.1, this scenario is still debated, in particular since other studies find no correlation between the cool gas metallicity and the azimuthal angle of the absorptions (e.g. Péroux et al. 2016; Pointon et al. 2019). Moreover, in our sample we do not see any evidence of a preferential axis in the detection of the cool CGM.

In the first part of this Section we assume that the picture of the bimodal gas distribution is true and we calculate what would be the efficiency needed by
galactic winds to reproduce only the observations along the galaxy minor axis. In order to do this, we performed our MCMC analysis on a subsample of the observations, selecting only the lines of sight within 45 degrees from the galaxy minor axis (all the absorptions above the bisector in Figure 3.1). In Table 3.3 we report the results of this analysis (minor axis). The models that best reproduce the observations have mass loading factors that are smaller than the ones obtained with our fiducial model (although with large uncertainties). This is expected since in this experiment the outflows need to reproduce a lower number of absorbers. However, the clouds are less massive than what previously predicted, forcing the ejection velocities to be extremely high, of the order of 1000 km s\(^{-1}\). If we calculate the efficiency of the supernovae in transferring energy to the cool winds, we obtain \(f_{SN} \approx 2.6\), very similar to the one obtained through the comparison with all the absorbers. We therefore can conclude that supernova-driven outflows would need to be unphysically powerful in order to reproduce the observed cool gas kinematics along the galaxy minor axis. This could imply that there might be accretion of external gas (see Section 3.5.4) also along this axis, in agreement with what has been found by the studies of the gas metallicity (e.g. Pointon et al. 2019).

A second viable way to reduce the energy budget required by the outflows is to assume that the cool gas does not reach the extremely large distances seen in the observations, comparable with the virial radii, but instead only the internal parts of the halos. The most external absorbers might have a different origin and not be related to the central galaxies (see Section 3.5.4). To investigate further this hypothesis, we have performed a test similar to the one outlined above, but selecting only the lines of sight within a projected radius of 100 kpc (see Figure 3.1). In this way, despite having less information to constrain our models (only 11 lines of sight satisfy the requirement), we can test whether the inner part of the cool CGM can be produced by galactic outflows in a physically motivated scenario. Note however that the distances of the observations are projected and therefore only a lower limit for the intrinsic distances of the clouds in our models. The results of this test might then be influenced by clouds that reach distances larger than 100 kpc.

In Table 3.3 we show the best fit results of this analysis (inner regions). We can see how the main differences with the previous parameter values are the mass of the clouds and the aperture of the outflowing cone. A mass of less than \(10^6\) M\(_\odot\) is in this case sufficient for the clouds to reach the distances of this subsample of the data and the outflows do not need to be isotropic (\(\theta \approx 50^\circ\)), contrary to what we found for our fiducial model\(^7\). Nevertheless, the ejection velocities and mass loading factors lead to supernova efficiencies that are still extremely high, even higher than the previous ones. This result is then opposite to what we expected (lower efficiencies), but it is motivated by the fact that these models reproduce better than the fiducial model the gas kinematics

\(^7\)This is due to the fact that, in this particular region of the plane of the observations, there is a small number of lines of sight located close to the x-axis, as can be seen in Figure 3.1.
observed in the inner regions (a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the model and observed velocity distributions for these 11 lines of sight gives a probability value $p = 0.13$ for the fiducial model and $p = 0.26$ for the model described in this Section). The findings of this experiment demonstrate that most of the observations up to $\sim 100$ kpc from the central galaxies cannot be explained only with galactic winds, as generally found in hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Brook et al. 2012; Ford et al. 2014). Indeed, often simulations employ efficiencies of energy transfer that are larger than unity to produce such large-scale outflows, which is consistent with our findings and demonstrates that these galactic outflows are not viable to describe the circumgalactic medium, except for maybe the gas residing in the very central regions (few tens of kpc) of the halos. This result is also in line with the study of Concas et al. (2017), who found that high-velocity galactic winds are rare in the Local Universe and, when present, seem to be driven mainly by AGN activity, rather than pure star formation. We conclude then that most of the cool CGM is not formed by galactic wind outflows, but has instead a different origin, as we will discuss more in detail in Section 3.5.4.

### 3.5.3 Limitations of the model

The approach of this work is to use semi-analytical models to study the CGM of star-forming galaxies. As we explained in Section 3.1, our method has several advantages with respect to hydrodynamical simulations, both cosmological and idealized high-resolution ones. The former are indeed able to track the whole extent of the circumgalactic gas inside a galaxy halo but are not able to resolve the cool clouds and their interactions with the hot medium; the latter, instead, can trace the hydrodynamic instabilities and thermal conduction that characterize the cloud evolution, but can only focus on a very small part of the halo. Our parametric approach allows us to have a comprehensive view of the CGM and, through a thorough comparison with the observations, to derive some fundamental properties of this medium. This comes however with some limitations, that we will discuss in the following.

Our representation of the cool clouds is simplified, since the real clumps of cool gas are not spherical, but have irregular shapes due to the second-order effects taking place at the interface between hot and cool gas, as clearly shown by hydrodynamical simulations (see Chapter 5). Physical effects like the Kelvin-Helmoltz (KH) instability, that tend to strip gas from the clouds hence destroying them, are neglected in our parametrization, as well as thermal conduction, which on the one hand suppresses the KH instability and on the other makes the clouds evaporate into the hot medium (e.g. Armillotta et al. 2017; Lan & Mo 2019). All these effects influence the survival time of the cool clouds and can lead to their evaporation into the corona, which is a major feature that is not taken into account in our models. Lan & Mo (2019), using semi-analytical models similar to the one developed here, found indeed that more than 50% of the cool clouds ejected from the central galaxy will evaporate into the hot halo.
Nevertheless, the disruption of the clouds goes in the direction of strengthening our result, since the clouds will lose mass and therefore would need even higher velocities than the one predicted by our model in order to overcome the drag force deceleration of the hot gas and reach the external regions of the halo before disruption. We then conclude that the cloud evaporation would not change the findings of this work.

Different studies (e.g. Marinacci et al. 2011; Armillotta et al. 2016; Gronke & Oh 2018) have found how, in the region close to the galaxy disk, the gas at the interface between cool clouds and the hot corona reaches temperatures that allows it to cool very rapidly and therefore to condense, forming more cool gas. This has been proposed as a viable mechanism to accrete new gas and sustain the star formation of the central galaxy (Fraternali & Binney 2008; Marinacci et al. 2010b), or to explain the survival of cool gas clumps embedded in fast hot gas outflows (Schneider et al. 2018). This is however restricted to the very internal regions of the halos, a few kpc above the galactic disk, where the density and temperature of the corona create the condition for the condensation of the mixed gas, while the evaporation of the clouds, whose implications for our findings have already been discussed, seems to be the most relevant effect at larger distances (e.g. Armillotta et al. 2017), which those probed with our study.

Another limitation of our models is to consider that the outflows are powered only by the supernova feedback, neglecting in particular a possible central AGN, which is often invoked in hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Nelson et al. 2019) as a source of the circumgalactic gas. Although we have no clear evidence in our galaxies of AGN activity (Werk et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015), previous AGN outflows could have influenced the motion of the gas and could have been a potential additional source of energy for the cool winds. This would therefore go in the direction of making the outflow scenarios more realistic from an energetic point of view. We however consider it unlikely for the AGN to be a dominant energy source for the cool outflows along the whole lifetime of all our galaxies and we conclude that this addition would most likely not influence our main result.

### 3.5.4 Origin of the cool CGM

Throughout this Chapter, we have proved that winds from the galactic disk, powered by the supernova feedback, cannot account for most of the cool circumgalactic gas around star-forming galaxies. In this Section, we will speculate on the possible origin of this gas.

#### External origin

The main reason for the unphysical efficiencies that we found in this work is the fact that the cool clouds have to travel from the galactic disk out to very large distances in order to reproduce the observations. Zoom-in hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2019) show however how
the circumgalactic gas is probably produced by a combination of different processes and while the galactic winds have a crucial role in the gas dynamics and origin (in this type of simulations), a significant part of it is accreted from the intergalactic medium. Cosmological models predict indeed that galaxy halos are acquiring external gas (e.g. Fakhouri et al. 2010) and this accretion might be the origin of the cool absorbers observed by the COS surveys. In particular, we could expect filaments of low-metallicity gas (Lehner et al. 2016) to enter the galactic virial radius and to be disrupted into clouds by the interactions with the hot pre-existent CGM. A similar scenario has also been proposed for the cool gas around early-type galaxies, where outflows from the passive central galaxy likely play a minor role in the origin of the circumgalactic gas (e.g. Huang et al. 2016). In the halos of these galaxies, the drag force acted by the corona on the infalling clouds slows down their motion and leads to cloud velocities that are in agreement with the observations (Zahedy et al. 2019; Chapter 2).

Since we have proven that galactic outflows fail in successfully describing the cool CGM of star-forming galaxies, the accretion of intergalactic gas might be a more plausible scenario for the origin of the cool gas. This picture of inflow of external gas would be consistent with the cold-mode accretion scenario (e.g. Kereš et al. 2009), where cold gas filaments directly enter the galactic virial radius and can eventually reach and feed the central galaxy with new gas (Dekel et al. 2009). As we have seen in Section 3.5.2, our work leads to the conclusion that the outflows can be responsible for the cool CGM only in the very central regions (few tens of kpc) of the halo. We conclude that the most likely origin of the majority of the cool circumgalactic clouds is instead the accretion of external gas, as we have found for early-type galaxies (Chapter 2). As already mentioned, this scenario would also be consistent with the fact that a significant part of the cool gas absorbers observed around low-redshift galaxies have low metallicities (e.g. Wotta et al. 2019).

A second possible external origin for the cool CGM is the stripping of gas from satellite galaxies. Recent simulations (e.g. Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017; Hafen et al. 2019) have found that winds of cool gas from satellites could produce a significant fraction of the circumgalactic medium of the central object. Moreover, stripping from satellite galaxies has extensively been observed in the Local Universe, with one of the most evident examples being the Magellanic Stream in the halo of the Milky Way (e.g. Brüns et al. 2005). Lately there has been evidence of similarities between the kinematics and positions of dwarf galaxies around M31 and the properties of the cool ionized gas (see Lehner et al. 2020) observed in its halo. Even though we have neglected the stripping from satellite galaxies in our work, this origin can not be ruled out and is likely to be part of the complex picture of the CGM of star-forming galaxies.

**Condensation of the hot gas**

We have seen that the accretion of external gas is one of the most likely scenarios for the origin of the cool CGM. Another way to form cool gas is through the cooling of the corona residing in the galaxy halo. The direct radiative cooling
of the hot CGM (hot-mode accretion) is not an efficient way to create cool gas, since its very low densities, especially in the outermost regions, imply cooling times of the order of the Hubble time. Thermal instabilities could, however, lead the corona to condense locally, forming cool clumps that eventually fall down towards the galaxies. This type of condensation (still debated, see Binney et al. 2009) has been recently predicted by some theoretical models, where the feedback from the central galaxy regulates the development of the instabilities (e.g. Thompson et al. 2016; Voit 2018). This process, however, generally originate the cool clouds at smaller radii than the typical scales of the CGM analysed in this work. Recent hydrodynamical simulations (Nelson et al. 2020) also show that, at least for massive elliptical galaxies, a non negligible amount of cool gas can originate from thermal instabilities triggered by density perturbations in the hot corona.

Even though we believe that most of the cool gas has an external origin (see Section 3.5.4), the condensation of the hot medium residing in the galaxy halos cannot be excluded and could play a role in the creation of part of the cool CGM.

### 3.6 Summary and conclusions

In this Chapter, we have developed parametric semi-analytic models in order to describe the kinematics of the cool circumgalactic medium observed in the halos of low-redshift star-forming galaxies.

In particular, we have made the main assumption that the cool gas absorbers are part of galactic wind outflows powered by the supernova explosions in the galaxy disk. We have investigated whether this kind of scenario is able to reproduce the observational dataset of the COS-Halos and COS-GASS surveys, focusing on a subsample of 41 star-forming galaxies. We have compared the outputs of our models with the observations using a Bayesian MCMC analysis, in order to constrain the main properties of the cool gas outflows.

Through this analysis we have obtained the following results:

1. axisymmetric models of cool clouds outflowing from the galactic disk are able to reproduce the line-of-sight velocities and number of components observed by the COS-Halos and COS-GASS surveys. In order for the outputs of our models to be consistent with the observations, the clouds need to have masses of about $10^7 \, M_\odot$ and initial ejection velocities higher than 500 km s$^{-1}$, while the outflows need to be almost isotropic and with mass loading factors of about 10;

2. given the ejection velocities and mass loading factors necessary to reproduce the data, the energy required by these cool outflows is much larger (250%) than the one available from supernova explosions. The same applies if we compare our models with only the observations along the minor axis or within 100 kpc from the galactic disk. We can therefore conclude that cool outflows from stellar feedback are not producing the cool CGM;
3. since we excluded the outflows as a source for the cool gas, we conclude that most of this medium has different origins, the most promising being accretion from the intergalactic medium, but also potentially condensation of the hot halo gas and gas stripping from satellite galaxies.

With this study we reinforced the idea that most of the cool circumgalactic medium is originated by the accretion of gas from the IGM, similar to what we have previously found for massive early-type galaxies in Chapter 2. Our main conclusion is therefore that supernova-driven outflows from the central galaxies most likely have a much smaller role in the dynamics and origin of the cool CGM than what is generally believed.
3. A Fitting of the galaxy images

Some of the parameters of the galaxies in our samples, reported in Table 3.1, have been retrieved performing a fitting of the data with the software GALFIT, which uses parametric functions to model objects in 2-dimensional images (see for more details Peng et al. 2010). The images of the 41 galaxies in our sample have been retrieved from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Blanton et al. 2017) for the COS-GASS galaxies (24/41 of our sample) and from the DESI legacy imaging survey (Dey et al. 2019) for the COS-Halos galaxies (17/41 of our sample) and are shown in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. In particular, we used the GALFIT software to fit an exponential disk parametric function on the galaxies, described by

$$\Sigma(r) = \Sigma_0 \exp(-R/R_d),$$  
(3.15)

where $\Sigma_0$ is the central surface brightness and $R_d$ is the disk length. The best models resulting from the fits are shown in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, where we can see how the model contours (blue) match very well the observational ones (in orange). The contour levels are placed at 2, 4 and 8 times the noise level in each of the images.

In particular, for our models (see Section 3.3) we are interested in the galaxy inclinations, the positions of the sightlines with respect to the galaxy disk and the galaxy disk scale length. The latter is directly inferred as one of the parameters of the GALFIT fitting, while the other two are calculated starting from the galaxy axis ratio and position angle, which are the direct outputs of GALFIT.

The inclinations in particular are obtained through the formula

$$\cos i = \sqrt{\frac{(b/a)^2 - q_0^2}{1 - q_0^2}},$$  
(3.16)

where $b$ and $a$ are, respectively, the minor and major axis of the disk, while $b/a$ and $q_0 = 0.2$ are respectively the apparent and intrinsic disk axis ratio. The position angle is instead used together with the information of the positions of the QSO sightlines and the galaxies (from Tumlinson et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2015) to calculate the projected distances of the QSOs from the galaxies, in the reference frame of the galactic disk.

The inclinations, distances of the lines of sight and disk scale lengths of the 41 galaxies in our sample are reported in Table 3.1.

---

8All the distances obtained from GALFIT are transformed from pixel to arcsec using the pixel scales of the SDSS and legacy surveys, respectively 0.396 and 0.06. They are subsequently transformed in kpc using the `cosmology.FlatLambdaCDM` routine of the python `astropy` package.
3.B Tests on mock data

In this appendix, we present tests that we carried out to investigate the validity of the likelihood described in Section 3.3.3. In particular, we applied the MCMC analysis on different sets of mock data, with the purpose of verifying whether with our analysis we can retrieve the true values of the 4 free parameters of our models: $m_{cl}$, $v_{kick}$, $\eta$ and $\theta_{max}$, under the assumption that the cool CGM is outflowing from the central galaxies, powered by the supernova explosions in the disk.

We considered specific choices of these four parameters and through the synthetic observations described in Section 3.3.3 we created the mock observations that correspond to a certain number of velocity components for each line of sight. We then performed the MCMC analysis using the likelihood described in Section 3.3.3 and treating the mocks as a set of observations. We present here 3 different tests that we carried out using 3 different choices of the input parameters. In Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 we show the results of these tests, showing in particular the one and two dimensional posterior distributions of the free parameters, with the blue points representing the values of the parameters from which the mock data have been created. We can see how these values, in all the tests, have been successfully retrieved by our MCMC analysis. From the corner plots we observe some degeneracy, meaning that there is not a single choice of parameters, but an entire region of the parameter space that leads to models that have outputs consistent with the true one. The true value is however always within the 32nd and 68th percentiles of the posterior distributions.

From this analysis we conclude that, if the cool clouds are part of galactic outflows, with our likelihood we are able to properly find the choice of parameters, or at least the region of the parameter space, that best reproduces the real observational data.
Figure 3.11: SDSS images of 12 out of the 24 galaxies selected from the COS-GASS survey. The contours are placed at 2, 4 and 8 times the noise level in each image. The orange contours represent the data, while the blue ones represent the GALFIT best model. The black bar depicts an angular size of 3 arcseconds.
Figure 3.12: Same as Figure 3.11, for the rest of the galaxies in our sample of COS-GASS galaxies.
Figure 3.13: DESI legacy images of the 17 galaxies selected from the COS-Halos survey. The contours and the black bar are the same as in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.
Figure 3.14: Corner plot with the MCMC results, representing the one and two dimensional projections of the posterior probabilities for the four free parameters of our model. Test on the mock data obtained with input values of the parameters \( \log m_{\text{cl}} = 6 \), \( \log v_{\text{kick}} = 3.1 \), \( \log \eta = 0.5 \) and \( \theta_{\text{max}} = 75^\circ \), represented by a blue dot in the parameter space.

Figure 3.15: Same as Figure 3.14, for the mock data obtained with \( \log m_{\text{cl}} = 6.5 \), \( \log v_{\text{kick}} = 2.9 \), \( \log \eta = 1 \) and \( \theta_{\text{max}} = 60^\circ \).
Tests on mock data

Figure 3.16: Same as Figures 3.14 and 3.15, for the mock data obtained with $\log m_{cl} = 7$, $\log v_{kick} = 2.7$, $\log \eta = 1$ and $\theta_{max} = 80^\circ$. 